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Surface perception
Computational neuromodeling may help to further our understanding of how empirical neuroimaging
findings are generated by underlying neural mechanisms. Here, we used a simple computational model that
simulates early visual processing of brightness changes in a dynamic, illusory display. The model accurately
predicted illusory brightness changes in a grey area of constant luminance induced by (and in anti-phase to)
luminance changes in its surroundings. Moreover, we were able to directly compare these predictions with
recently observed fMRI results on the same brightness illusion by projecting predicted activity from our
model onto empirically investigated brain regions. This new approach in which generated network activity
and measured neuroimaging data are interfaced in a common representational “brain space” can contribute
to the integration of computational and experimental neuroscience.
aging and Neuromodeling,
ergdreef 47, 1105 BA Amster-
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Introduction

How surface perception is achieved is not well understood, and a
lot of empirical and computational modelingwork is devoted to tackle
questions on its underlying neuronal mechanisms. The present paper
focuses on the perception of surface brightness, and its aims are
twofold. First, we aim to build a simplemodel that generates neuronal
activity that correlates with the perception of surface brightness. The
model generates specific predictions in the form of a dynamically
changing topographic map of activity that captures specific aspects of
surface brightness perception. Second, we aim to integrate empirical
and computational research by representing empirical and modeled
data in a common space. The approach we propose is to project the
predicted activity in a modeled area onto corresponding cortical
regions where empirical data will be collected, to achieve direct and
quantitative hypothesis testing. This requires large-scale neural
network modeling combined with a strategy to link modeled units
(cortical columns) with specific neuroimaging units (voxels, vertices)
in the empirically obtained brain model. To achieve this, modeled and
empirical units are connected in a common anatomical space. Here,
we show the feasibility of that approach.
To demonstrate our modeling approach, we will focus on the
paradigm of brightness induction, in which an intermediate lumi-
nance patch on a bright background appears darker than on a dark
background (White, 1979). This illusion is maximized in a dynamic
display developed by De Valois et al. (1986), in which a grey area of
constant luminance is flanked by areas whose luminance varies
sinusoidally between black and white. We refer to the grey area of
constant luminance as the “probing region” as we use it to probe
mechanisms of surface perception and refer to the areas whose
luminance is modulated as the “inducers” (see Fig. 3). The brightness
percept in the probing region varies in anti-phase to physical
luminance changes of the inducers (see also Fig. 6A). The neuronal
mechanisms that cause these illusory brightness changes are not well
known. The most convincing evidence comes from neurophysiolog-
ical recordings in the cat (Rossi and Paradiso, 1999; Rossi et al., 1996),
which showed that in about 10% of area 17 neurons with their
receptive fields (RFs) placed within the probing region, activity was
modulated in anti-phase to inducer luminance (i.e., activity correlated
to perceived brightness changes). Two human studies using func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have reported data that
appear in agreement with the neurophysiological data (Pereverzeva
and Murray, 2008; van de Ven et al., in preparation), whereas a third
fMRI study (Cornelissen et al., 2006) did not observe a brightness
induction correlate in early visual cortex.

The model we propose contains three main parts (Fig. 1). It
consists of an input layer which (in essence captures physical
luminance values in the image and) gives input to a layer where
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Fig. 1.Model architecture. Themodel is composedof three areas. Physical luminance information enters thefirst area,M-bretinaN, and isdirectly conveyed to the third area,M-bV1blobN, via
connectionweightw4. Through the group ofw1weights, the activity of fourM-bretinaN CCUs converges on one CCU of the second area,M-bV1interN. CCUs in this area are clustered in eight
sheets (2–9) according to their “contour detection” sensitivity, as indicated by the connection pattern of w1 (blue and red rectangles) M-bV1interN is connected to M-bV1blobN with
excitatory (w2) or inhibitory (w3) connections depending on the contour detection sensitivity of the M-bV1interN cluster. Note that the rows of colored CCUs indicating the connection
patterns of these weights represent 40 CCUs. In M-bV1blobN, contour and luminance information is integrated, resulting in activity reflecting perceived brightness. In layers 2–9, there is
local lateral inhibition (not shown)with strength decaying over distance following a Gaussian distribution. In layer 10, there is a lateral Gaussian excitation. The anchor unit is the unit that
has the same position in the layer as the unit from which it gets input. See Fig. 3 for further details.
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contours are extracted from this input and to another layer where
measurements across surfaces are modulated by information spread-
ing from contours. In broad terms, this approach is similar to the
models of Grossberg and coworkers (Grossberg, 1987a,b, 2003;
Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988; Grossberg and Raizada, 2000; Raizada
and Grossberg, 2001; see also Gerrits et al., 1966; Gerrits and Vendrik,
1970) in which an interaction between contour representations (in
the boundary contour system or BCS) and spreading of surface
features (in the feature contour system or FCS) leads to the experience
of ‘visible’ surfaces (e.g., Grimson, 1982). The idea that there are
separate but interacting streams of visual processing related to the
processing of boundaries and the processing of surfaces is supported
by anatomical and neurophysiological evidence (see Discussion). For
example, V1 blob regions contain neurons that are often well
stimulated by homogenous surfaces that extend beyond their RFs,
while V1 interblob regions contain neurons that are preferentially
stimulated by oriented contrasts (e.g., contours and edges). Without
claiming that our model captures the complexity of early visual
processing, we will refer to the input layer as the Model retina (M-b
retinaN) and the two other layers as the Model V1 blobs (M-bV1blobN)
and Model V1 interblobs (M-bV1interN). Processing in our model thus
occurs in two stages: in the first stage of processing, contour
information is extracted from local discontinuities in visual input (in
M-bV1interN); in the second stage, in M-bV1blobN, contour-related
activity from M-bV1interN is integrated with M-bretinaN activity
reflecting surface-related input. More specifically, contours are used
as seeding points from which modulatory activity spreads, affecting
the luminance representation in line with the percept. Specific aspects
of the present modeling approach that differ from earlier modeling
efforts, and their physiological interpretation will be treated in the
Discussion.

In parallel with the development of the computational model, we
recently acquired fMRI data in an experiment in which induced
brightness perception was correlated with activity in early visual
areas (van de Ven et al., in preparation). We used a stimulus design
adapted from neurophysiological studies (Rossi and Paradiso, 1999;
Rossi et al., 1996), in which the brightness perception in a probing
region of constant luminance is modulated by surrounding inducer
regions that dynamically vary in luminance. In the illusion condition,
participants reported a strong brightness illusion in a grey probing
region, which was in anti-phase with luminance modulations in the
inducers. Participants did not report this illusion in the control
condition in which the probe was black instead of grey. This induced
brightness percept correlated with activity in retinotopically mapped
clusters in striate and extrastriate visual cortex. That is, activity in the
probing region changed in anti-phase to physical luminance modula-
tions in inducers in the illusion condition, whereas no activity was
observed when the probe surface was black. We investigated the
extent to which our simple model predictions captured aspects of
cortical activity in response to induced surface brightness.

To relate the output of our model directly to acquired fMRI data,
we followed the “common brain space” (CBS) framework (Goebel and
Horwitz, in preparation; Goebel and De Weerd, 2009). In this new
framework, the processing units of a neural network model are
connected to points (vertices) of brain models (cortex meshes) im-
plementing specific spatial hypotheses. As a result, a running network
simulation creates time course data directly on a linked brain model
allowing to relate predicted and measured topographic neuroimaging
data in a highly specific manner, i.e., by using the same data analysis
tools (e.g., general linear model or multivoxel pattern analyses).

Methods

Brightness illusion and brightness control design

We presented a comparable stimulus design to the neural model
and to human subjects (van de Ven et al., in preparation). In the fMRI
experiment, the stimulus (see example in lower left of Fig. 3)
consisted of an annulus of constant luminance (6° width; probing
region) interspersed between a central disk (3° width) and a
peripheral annulus (6° width; the inducers). The inducers of the
stimulus changed luminance quasi-sinusoidally in 2 s (range = 1.1–
164 cd/m2), whereas the probe region had a fixed grey (7.9 cd/m2;
induction condition) luminance. After each “up” (inducer change
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from black to white) and “down” (inducer change from white to
black) event, the inducers stayed at maximal and minimal luminance
respectively, for 5 s. The control condition was identical to the
brightness induction condition, except that the probe region was
black (1.1 cd/m2) instead of grey.

Experimental design was similar for the simulation experiments,
except that the stimulus covered the entire “visual field,” and
luminance of the inducers changed quasi-sinusoidally from 0.00 to
1.00 input with probe region luminance fixed on 0.50 (induction
condition) or 0.00 (control condition).

Large-scale neural network model

Our large-scale neural network model (Fig. 1) is composed of
three retinotopically organized, square layers representing the retina
(M-bretinaN), and the blob (M-bV1blobN) and interblob (M-bV1interN)
areas in V1. In the employed CBS framework, individual processing
units are not representing single neurons but are conceptualized as
“cortical column units” (CCUs). We believe this is the appropriate
level of modeling, as measuring at the level of cortical columns—the
building blocks of the visual system (Hubel andWiesel, 1959, 1962)—
is becoming in reach when employing state-of-the-art ultra high-
field, fMRI measurements (Yacoub et al., 2008). The CCU's dynamics
are defined by the subsequent equations (Goebel, 1993):

neti tð Þ = ∑
n

j=1
wijaj

ai tð Þ = ð1−τÞai t−1ð Þ + τσ netiðtÞ + bið Þ

where ai(t) is the average spike output of unit i at time t, neti(t) is the
net input (excitatory minus inhibitory input) for unit i at time t, bi is a
bias term, and σ(x) is the logistic (sigmoidal) function. Finally, the
value wij is the directed weight from CCU j to CCU i. The value τ
(0bτ≤1) determines how strongly the activation value (average
spiking activity) at the last time point (t−1) is influencing the activity
of a unit at the current time point t.

Area M-bretinaN contains 256×256 CCUs representing retinoto-
pically organized cortical columns signaling physical surface lumi-
nance. In M-bV1N, the number of CCUs is a factor of four lower as in
M-bretinaN (Burt and Adelson, 1983), corresponding to an increased
receptive field size. The M-bV1interN area is subdivided in 8 layers
with each layer representing cells with a specific “contour detection
sensitivity” (i.e., a specific combination of orientation sensitivity
and contrast polarity). As depicted in Fig. 1, each of the cells in the
M-bV1interN area receives two inhibitory and two excitatory inputs
from M-bretinaN, the combination of which creates a receptive
field with a specific contour detection sensitivity. Specifically, cells in
M-bV1interN that receive two excitatory inputs on the left, right,
bottom, or upper side of the 2×2 array of inputs, correspond to
respectively left, right, bottom, or top contour detection cells.
Although these cells are intermingled within the interblob area of
V1, they are displayed in separate layers for clarity. In addition to the
input from M-bretinaN, each CCU receives (a weak) inhibitory input
from its eight direct neighbors within the same layer. This lateral
inhibition is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with a weight of
−0.3 and a decay of 0.5. Finally, area M-bV1blobN integrates the
contour information of M-bV1interN with the brightness information
signaled by area M-bretinaN. Each CCU of this area receives four
excitatory connections from M-bretinaN, which is modulated by
inhibitory or excitatory input from M-bV1interN, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, a lateral spreading (with weight 0.3 and decay 0.5)
was implemented in M-bV1blobN. This connection scheme leads to
edge-induced brightness filling-in in area M-bV1blobN. Thus, whereas
area M-bretinaN represents physical luminance information, neural
activity in area M-bV1blobN should be more akin to the perceived
brightness of visual input. The connection weights from M-bretinaN
to M-bV1interN and from M-bretinaN to M-bV1blobN were 4, and 0.5,
respectively. In addition, the first and second halves of theM-bV1interN
layers were connected to M-bV1blobN with a weight of 4 and −4,
respectively.

To increase the comparability between the two data sets in the
temporal dimension, we transformed the CCU activity from spiking to
BOLD signals by applying the following computations on the network
activity: First we calculated the integrated synaptic activity, netiabs, as
the sum of the absolute activity arriving via excitatory and inhibitory
synapses at CCU i (which differentiates netiabs from the standard
‘netto’ input net):

netabsi = j∑wex
ij aj + ∑winh

ij aj j

Subsequently, we computed the proto-fMRI signal by integrating
synaptic and spike activity (akin to the local-field potentials, LFP):

afMRI
i = λnetabsi + ð1−λÞai

with the weight factor λ set to 0.8, as LFP and fMRI data have been
shown to predominantly reflect (subthreshold) synaptic activity
(Logothetis et al., 2001; Maier et al., 2008). Then, we transformed
this signal into the fMRI signal yi by convolving it with a two-gamma
hemodynamic response function HRFi (Friston et al., 1998):

yi = HRFi afMRI
i

� �

We finally mimicked physiological, measurement, and instrumen-
tal noise in the BOLD response by incrementally adding 30% of white
Gaussian noise (N(t)) (Roebroeck et al., 2005). Note that for any time
instants ti, the corresponding N(ti) values are independent Gaussian
random variables:

ynoise = yi + N tð Þ withE½NðtÞ� = 0

The network performed ten runs (460 volumes each) with the
brightness induction design and one run with the brightness control
design (290 volumes each) similarly to the human fMRI study
described below.

fMRI data

Seven healthy adults participated in the fMRI brightness induction,
control, and (stimulus) localizer experiments. In addition to six
functional runs for the brightness induction and control conditions
(460 volumes each), two functional runs (290 volumes each) were
acquired to localize the retinotopic representation of the inducer and
probe regions using standard retinotopic mapping procedures.

Standard T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo planar imaging were
acquired (3 T Siemens Allegra; TR/TE: 1000/30 ms; flip angle: 90°;
slice thickness: 2 mm; 128×128 matrix) and submitted to standard
preprocessing steps using BrainVoyager QX (Brain Innovation, The
Netherlands). Based on the independent stimulus localizer patches-
of-interest (POIs) were defined for each subject, constituting the
retinotopic representations of the probing region and abutting
inducer stimulus surfaces in area V1. Conditional effects between V1
POIs time courses were analyzed in a similar fashion as the simulated
M-bV1blobN activity as described in the next section. In addition, a
high-resolution anatomical scan (T1; MPRAGE) was measured for
each participant, and a cortical mesh (constituting the white–grey
matter boundary of the cortical sheet) was reconstructed, inflated,
and flattened (see Fig. 6 for an example). Additional details are
described in van de Ven et al. (in preparation).
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fMRI and neural net integration in the common brain space framework

Fig. 2 shows the essential features of the CBS approach. To enable
the direct comparison between our model's predictions and exper-
imental fMRI data, we projected our model on a cortical mesh of a
subject who participated in our fMRI study (left side of Fig. 2). On this
mesh, we marked the subject-specific V1 POIs (brown, green, and
blue patches in Fig. 2). Then, we connected each CCU with the topo-
graphically corresponding patch in the visual cortex via a network–
brain link (NBL; see right side of Fig. 2). Via these NBLs, CCU activity
can be directly projected on the cortical sheet at each time step of a
running simulation.

Thereby, complete time series of network activity can be created
with a similar data format as measured fMRI time series. This enables
the analyses of activity changes in simulated andmeasured data using
identical analysesmethods. To illustrate this, we created time series of
V1 POI activity (Fig. 6) as provided by CCU ynoise activity in the upper
quadrant of M-bV1blobN (Fig. 2), plotted event-related averages
(Fig. 7), run a general linear model (GLM; Fig. 8), and compared
results based on the observed V1 and simulated M-bV1blobN data
(Fig. 9). The GLM design matrix contained a single predictor to model
luminance changes (relative to grey level during rest periods) and
was convolved with a two-gamma hemodynamic impulse response
function to account for the hemodynamic delay.

All modeling was performedwith Neurolator 3D (Brain Innovation
BV, Maastricht, The Netherlands), a neural network simulation
software package, which can be conveniently interfaced with fMRI
data analyses software such as BrainVoyager QX (Brain Innovation BV,
Maastricht, The Netherlands).

Results

The current model provides a simulation of brightness processing
in the primary visual cortex (V1). The network's connection scheme is
explained in Fig. 3, in which the model areas display schematic
activation profiles in response to a stimulus with inducers that are
brighter than the probing region. Depicted grey levels indicate the
Fig. 2. The neural model and MRI data conjointly represented in the common brain space (CB
the right shows a schematic outline of howwe connected the CCUs to this irregularly shaped
positions on the cortical sheet via network–brain links (NBLs; 1). In this example, the NBLs
cortex (3) representing the inducer (orange and blue NBLs/cortical patches) and probing
optimally visualize the relation between V1 and M-bV1blobN, the cortical sheet is inflated
representations. Note that this example shows connections from initial tests, modeling inp
strength of CCU activity. Several CCUs are enlarged and shown on
top of the activity profiles to illustrate the activity flow. The first layer,
M-bretinaN, represents physical luminance information. This infor-
mation is processed in two subsequent stages: In the first stage,
contours are extracted from local luminance discontinuities, which
are signaled from M-bretinaN to M-bV1interN. Activity in M-bV1interN
depends on the contour detection sensitivity, specified by the
connection pattern (see colored figures accompanying w1 weights).
AnM-bV1interN CCU connected to fourM-bretinaN CCUs that represent
a homogeneous surface will receive a balanced input of excitation and
inhibition. In contrast, cells at a surface boundary will mainly excite or
inhibit the corresponding M-bV1interN cell if the excitatory connec-
tions represent the lighter or darker surface, respectively. In this
figure, the M-bV1interN layers with top (left sheet) and bottom (right
sheet) contour detection cells are shown, but activation mechanisms
are similar for theother six layers. The topandbottomcontourdetection
layers have opposite activity profiles, which leads to antipodal activa-
tions at the subsequent stage.

In the second stage, this contour-related activity modulates
luminance-related activity in M-bV1 blobN. CCUs of M-bV1interN with
high activity (the white cubes) inhibit corresponding cells in the next
layer according to the depicted connection pattern. Thus, active CCUs
in the top contour detection (left) sheet induce a downward
inhibition, whereas active CCUs in the bottom contour detection
(right) sheet induce an upward inhibition. This results in an inhibition
of the probing region, corresponding to the decreased perceived
brightness of this region. The brightness illusion is observed both
when surroundings are brighter or darker: that is, a grey area appears
to be darker in bright surroundings, and brighter in dark surround-
ings, compared to its actual luminance. Fig. 3 illustrates network
behavior when inducers are brighter than the probe region. However,
our network is also able to correctly respond to stimuli with dark
inducers. As shown in Fig. 1, layers 2-5 of M-bV1interN are identical to
layers 6–9, except for the polarity of their connection to M-bV1blobN.
Therefore, when inducers become darker, active CCUs in layers 2 and
3 will increase activity in the probing region of M-bV1blobN, as
opposed to the inhibitory influence of layers 6 and 7 as shown in Fig. 3.
S) framework. On the left, the visualization of the CBS in Neurolator is shown, whereas
patch of vertices. Each model unit (CCU) is topographically connected to corresponding
connect the upper quadrant of model area M-bV1blobN (2) to regions in the left visual
(green NBLs/cortical patches) areas as identified by an fMRI localizer mapping. To
(inset) and flattened. However, NBLs can be connected to all sorts of cortical mesh

ut to a stimulus with different annulus widths than used in the final simulations.



Fig. 3. Illustration of the model's computational mechanisms. The model areas display schematic activation profiles (grey levels indicate activity strength) with several CCUs shown
magnified on top to illustrate the activity flow. Physical luminance information from the stimulus (with a probing region surrounded by bright inducers) enters M-bretinaN. This
information is further processed in two discrete stages: In the first stage, contour information is extracted from local luminance discontinuities, which is signaled fromM-bretinaN to
M-bV1interN. Activity in M-bV1interN depends on the contour detection sensitivity, specified by the connection pattern (w1). An M-bV1interN CCU that is connected to four M-bretinaN
CCUs representing a homogeneous surface, will receive a balanced input of excitation and inhibition. In contrast, cells at a surface boundary will mainly excite or inhibit the
corresponding M-bV1interN cell if the excitatory connections represent the lighter or darker surface, respectively. In this figure, the M-bV1interN cell clusters with top (left sheet) and
bottom (right sheet) contour detection are shown, but activation mechanisms are similar for the other six contour detectors. Note that the top and bottom contour detection layers
have opposite activity profiles. In the second stage, activity reflecting physical luminance (from M-bretinaN via w4) is integrated with contour-related activity (from M-bV1interN via
w3) in M-bV1blobN. M-bV1interN CCUs with high activity (the white cubes) inhibit corresponding cells in the next layer according to the depicted connection pattern (w3). Thus, active
CCUs in the top (left) and bottom (right) contour detection sheet induce downward and upward inhibitions, respectively. This results in an inhibition of the probing region
corresponding to the decreased perceived brightness of this region (see inset). The thickness of the arrows indicates the strength of activity conveyed. Further conventions (such as
numbering of layers) are identical to Fig. 1.
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Activity in M-bretinaN and M-bV1blobN reflect physical and perceived
brightness, respectively

Fig. 4 shows an example of the model's behavior. As in Fig. 3,
activity in M-bretinaN reflects the physical luminance of the image,
which provides information on luminance discontinuities to model
area M-bV1interN. The activity profile of layers 2 to 9, constituting M-b
V1interN, emphasizes the contours of the surfaces, whereby the
distribution of low (black) and high (white) activations depend on
Fig. 4. Activity in the network. When luminance values of a stimulus with bright
inducers (see lower left image in Fig. 3) enter the network, activity in model area
M-bretinaN, M-bV1interN, and M-bV1blobN reflect physical brightness, contours, and
perceived brightness, respectively. Grey values indicate response strength (black=no
activity, white=maximum activity). See Figs. 1 and 3 for network details.
the contour detection sensitivity of the specific layer. This contour
information subsequently modulates activity in layer M-bV1blobN,
leading to decreased activity in the probing region.

Fig. 5 provides the opportunity to directly compare the physical
and perceived luminance, as reflected by M-bretinaN and M-bV1blobN,
respectively. Here, we show the network's behavior for two stimuli at
the extremes of the luminance continuum, whereas Fig. 6 gives
information on the model's performance along the entire continuum.
When comparing activity in the probing region of M-bretinaN and
M-bV1blobN in the first row of Fig. 5, one can clearly see that activation
is reduced in the second area, corresponding to a decreased brightness
percept. The opposite is true for the second row, in agreement with
an increase in perceived brightness of a grey surface in dark
surroundings. So, although the equal luminance of the probing region
in both stimuli elicited an identical activation in M-bretinaN, the
activation in M-bV1blobN greatly differs, due to contextual influences.

Activity in M-bV1blobN corresponds to hemodynamic correlates of
perceived brightness in V1

The NBLs in the CBS framework connect each CCU to its corre-
sponding cortical patch representing the inducer and probing regions.
Moreover, they allow the direct projection of network activity on the
cortical sheet.

We connected the cortical mesh to a running neural network, and
created time series of M-bV1blobN activity changes that were
projected on the corresponding cortical representation (see Fig. 2)
Fig. 6 displays the average time series of the simulated data in the
localized probe and inducer POIs. As shown in Figs. 6A and 6B the
synaptic activity (netiabs) in the inducer area is in-phase with the
actual luminance changes of the inducer. In contrast, activity changes
in the probing region are in anti-phase, robustly mimicking the



Fig. 5. Activity profiles in M-bretinaN and M-bV1 blobN induced by a stimulus with bright (A) versus dark (B) inducers. (A) Activation in the probing region is reduced in M-bV1blobN
compared to M-bretinaN, corresponding to a decreased brightness percept. (B) Probe activity is higher in M-bV1blobN than M-bretinaN, in agreement with an increased perceived
brightness of the probing region. Comparison of the red and yellow bars, indicating activation strength of the corresponding CCUs, confirms that CCUs representing the probing
region elicited an identical activation in M-bretinaN, whereas these activations diverge in M-bV1blobN. Note that the (dashed) red circle is for illustration purposes only.
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perceived brightness changes. The second column of Fig. 6B presents
the simulated fMRI signal (ynoise), which is obtained by convolving the
spike data with an HRF function and by adding Gaussian noise.

Fig. 7 shows the event-related averages of this signal in the illusory
(left column) and control (right column) conditionwhen the luminance
of the inducers gradually increase (“up”; green line) or increase
(“down”; blue line). In line with the activity patterns in Fig. 6B, the
event-related fMRI signals of the up and down period are in anti-phase
in the inducer and probe POI. This anticorrelation between inducer and
probe POI activity also emerges in the statisticalmap: As shown in Fig. 8,
voxel-wise regression clearly segregates the inducer and probe POIs
(compare Figs. 8A and B), indicating that when activity increases in the
inducer POI, it decreases in the probe POI and vice versa.

This anti-phasic activity of inducer regions following luminance
changes, and of probe regions corresponding to perceived luminance,
is very obvious when the amplitudes of the event-related averages are
plotted, as is done in Fig. 9: In the “up” condition (green bars), inducer
POI activity goes up (in line with increasing inducer luminance),
whereas probe POI activity goes down (although probe luminance is
fixed). The reverse is true in the “down” condition (blue bars),
showing that increased as well as decreased illusory brightness
changes are reflected by hemodynamic activity. This reversal effect of
probing region activity was absent in the control condition (i.e., fixed
black probing region). Moreover, Fig. 9 provides a direct comparison
between POI activity of simulated and empirically obtained fMRI data.
In the first case, POI activity represents data of probe or inducer CCUs
in model area M-bV1blobN, which are projected to the corresponding
mesh vertices by NBLs (see Fig. 2 and Methods for details). In the
second case, POI activity reflects activity of real fMRI measurements,
which were aligned to the corresponding anatomical cortical vertices.
The similarity of the amplitude patterns in the left (simulations) and
right (empirical data) plots of Fig. 9 suggest that M-bV1blobN activity
can predict observed activity in human V1 fairly well.

Discussion

In this paper, we apply a new approach to compare empirical data
andmodel predictions in a commonbrain space (Goebel andHorwitz, in
preparation; Goebel and De Weerd, 2009). We suggest that this
approach can facilitate hypothesis testing, thereby contributing to
deciphering cortical circuits involved in surface brightness perception
and other perceptual and cognitive abilities. Below, we discuss the
potential neural mechanisms of brightness perception and howwe and
others have modeled these mechanisms. Finally, we discuss current
possibilities of the CBS framework as well as future perspectives.

Neural mechanisms of brightness perception

At a subcortical level, the neural mechanisms of contour and
surface perception are relatively well understood: The visual image is
filtered by center-surround antagonistic RFs of retinal ganglion and
lateral geniculate nuclear (LGN) cells, leading to image normalization.
Since normalization leads to a strong emphasis on discontinuities in
luminance distribution, the primary visual cortex (V1) mainly
receives contour—rather than surface-related information. Most
models suggest that at the cortical level surfaces have to be
reconstructed from local contour information (Grossberg, 1987a,b,
2003), which can also explain why brightness percepts can differ from
what would be expected based on luminance distributions in stimuli
generating brightness illusions. However, not all surface information
is lost in the subcortical processing stage: The LGN (Rossi et al., 1996),
V1 blobs (Roe et al., 2005), and V2 thin stripes (Ts'o et al., 2001;Wang
et al., 2007) contain neurons that are readily stimulated when large,
homogenous stimuli are placed over their RFs. The presence of such
‘Luxotonic’ (Kayama et al., 1979) or ‘Type-I’ (Kinoshita and Komatsu,
2001) neurons that code absolute luminance was confirmed by others
in monkey V1 (Friedman et al., 2003; Huang and Paradiso, 2008;
Kayama et al., 1979; Kinoshita and Komatsu, 2001; Maguire and
Baizer, 1982; Wachtler et al., 2003) and in cat area 17 (Bonhoeffer et
al., 1995; Shoham et al., 1997). Visual illusions offer a valuable tool to
study at which stage of processing surface percepts are constructed, as
physical and perceived surface features (e.g., brightness or color) can
be segregated. The findings above suggest that at least some physical
surface information is processed along the subcortical and cortical
pathway, but it is less clear at which stages of processing perceived
surfaces are represented. LGN activity appears to only reflect physical
brightness (Rossi et al., 1996), whereas divergent observations are
reported for V1 which might be due to the different visual illusions
that were used. Studies investigating the Craik–O'Brien–Cornsweet
illusion (Cornsweet, 1970) observed mainly perceived brightness
correlates in V2 (Hung et al., 2001; Perna et al., 2005; Roe et al., 2005),
although V1–V2 interactions significantly contribute (Hung et al.,
2007; and see Boyaci et al., 2007 for Cornsweet effects in V1). In
contrast, activity related to neon color spreading has been established



Fig. 6. Simulated neural activity elicited by dynamically changing inducer luminance. (A) Illustration of experimental design. Each trial starts with an “up” event in which inducer
luminance changes from black to white, accompanied by an increasing perceived brightness of the inducers, and a decreased brightness percept of the probe annulus. After a static
period, there is a “down” event in which inducer luminance decreases with positive and negatively correlating brightness percepts of inducers and probe regions, respectively. Our
simulations (right column) suggest that neural activity in blob areas of V1 change in correspondence to the brightness percept (middle column). Thus, activity in the inducer (upper
row) and probe (lower row) regions show anti-phasic changes in activity. (B) The average time series of probe and inducer POIs, respectively, reflecting activity of probe and inducer
CCUs in model area M-bV1blobN. The brown, green, and blue patches (POIs) on the inflated mesh (medial view on the occipital pole) correspond to the cortical representations of the
outer inducer, probe, and inner inducer in the primary visual cortex, respectively. Note that in this and in the subsequent figures, the colored surfaces in the accompanying stimuli
indicate the corresponding POIs rather than the actual stimulus colors. The left column shows the spike output of the model in these three POIs, whereas the right column presents
the simulated fMRI signal. The time series show the anti-phasic activity changes in inducer and probe POIs (compare, for example, activity in the first and second time series during
the blue interval).
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in monkey V1 (Murakami et al., 1997; Komatsu et al., 2000) and
human V1 (Sasaki and Watanabe, 2004). Also for brightness
induction, which is the type of brightness illusion used in the present
study, correlates of perceived brightness have been observed in V1
(Pereverzeva and Murray, 2008; van de Ven et al., in preparation; but
see Cornelissen et al., 2006) in V1. Together, these findings suggest
that, at least for brightness induction, both physical as well as
perceived brightness-related surface information is represented in V1.
Note that neural activity underlying brightness perception can be
modulated by cognitive factors. For example, Sasaki and Watanabe
(2004) showed that neural correlates of color spreading are
constrained to V1 when attention is controlled, whereas otherwise
correlates of spreading effects can be found in extrastriate areas as
well. Surprisingly, Mendola et al. (2006) observed decreased activity
in V1 and V2 during luminance filling in. This discrepant findingmight
be related to the different paradigm used in that study (i.e., Troxler's



Fig. 7. Event-related averaged time series of the simulated fMRI data for the outer inducer (upper row), probe (middle row), and inner inducer (lower row). The left and right
columns show the event-related averages of the illusory and control condition, respectively. The probe had a static intermediate luminance in the illusory condition, whereas it was
black in the control condition. In both conditions, the inducers gradually varied in luminance from black to white and vice versa (see Fig. 6B), as indicated by the gradient in the
column header icons. The profile of the event-related averages, as well as the differences between conditions, is akin to the event-related averages of the observed fMRI signal (not
shown). Note the sign reversal of the probe compared to the inducer POI responses in the illusion condition. When the probe region was black (control condition), there was no
probe POI activity, in line with the lack of perceived brightness changes. Errorbars indicate 1 standard error of the mean (SEM).
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fading; Troxler, 1804), which might have engaged higher-level
processes (indicated by the additional activations observed in cortical
association regions).

Contour and surface information appear to be processed in two
segregated, but interacting, streams: Neurons in V1 blobs respond to
Fig. 8. (A) Medial view on the occipital pole of an inflated cortical mesh. The brown,
green, and blue patches (POIs) correspond to the cortical representations of the outer
inducer, probe, and inner inducer in V1, respectively. (B) Results of contrasting V1
activity (with the map constraint to the V1 POIs) of the network simulations that is in-
phase (red-yellow) and in counterphase (blue-green) with the changing luminance of
the inducers. Note that the borders where in-phase and counterphase activity segregate
(in B) coincident with the borders between the probe and inducer regions (in A).
homogenous surfaces, whereas V1 interblob regions contain neurons
that are preferentially stimulated by oriented contrasts (e.g., contours
and edges). Likewise, neurons in V2 thin stripes areas react to surfaces
(Roe et al., 2005), while V2 interstripe regions show preferential
responses to lines and edges (Bartfeld and Grinvald, 1992; Blasdel et al.,
1985; DeYoe and Van Essen, 1988; Fitzpatrick et al., 1985; Hubel and
Livingstone, 1987; Landisman and Ts'o, 2002; Lu and Roe, 2008; Yabuta
and Callaway, 1998). Taken together, these data support the idea that
there are separate (but interacting) processing streams for contour and
surface processing, with a blob/thin stripe system for surface represen-
tation and an interblob/interstripe system for contour representation.
For a more extensive review on neural mechanisms of brightness
perception, the reader is referred to the existing literature (Pessoa and
De Weerd, 2003; Goebel and De Weerd, 2009; Neumann et al., 2001).

Our model and other computational models of brightness perception

Our model is based on empirical research discussed in the previous
section. An essential feature in our model's architecture is the
modulation of physical brightness information represented by “luxo-
tonic” cells in M-bV1blobN, by contour information in M-bV1interN.
Results showed that our model performs well in simulating dynamical
changes in perceived surface brightness. It was able to predict illusory
brightness changes in a grey area of constant luminance when
brightness of its surroundings was dynamically varied. Moreover, the
activation changes in CCUs representing the probing region varied in a
similar fashion as the topographically corresponding V1 activity in a
subject presented with the same stimulus design. This suggests that V1
plays a role in generating surface brightness percepts, which is in
agreement not only with our own fMRI data (van de Ven et al., in
preparation) and those of others (Pereverzeva and Murray, 2008) but



Fig. 9. Comparison between amplitudes of the simulated (left) and real (right) fMRI signals in probe (green) and inducer (brown/purple) POIs (colors in stimuli are added to indicate
corresponding POIs, actual stimuli were greyscale). Amplitude indices were computed by normalizing differential responses between early (2–4 s) and late (8–10 s) trial segments
to the maximum amplitude across POIs. Both simulated and observed fMRI results show that in the illusion condition, V1 activity changes in correspondence to the brightness
percept: When inducer luminance increases (“up”; green bars), inducer POI activity increases (top and bottom row), whereas probe POI activity decreases (middle row). The
reversed is true when inducer luminance decreases (“down”; blue bars). Simulated and observed activities in the probe POI (middle row) are not affected in the control condition
when the probe region is black. Error bars indicate 1 SEM.
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alsowith neurophysiological findings in the cat (Rossi et al., 1996; Rossi
and Paradiso, 1999).

Our modeling approach is rather different from previous modeling
approaches. Our work started from the assumption that surface
brightness is explicitly represented in V1 by “luxotonic” cells that signal
surface information. This hypothesis differs from proposals that surface
perception relies on ‘symbolic tagging’ (Denett, 1991). According to the
symbolic tagging theory, surface qualities are not encoded in retinotopic
areas. Instead, surfaces are implicitly (symbolically) represented as a
lack of discontinuities in between identified surface boundaries, and
surface encoding takes place entirely at later visual stages, where
surfaces form an integral aspect of object representations. In addition,
our surface representation at the earliest cortical stages of visual
processing is also not in agreement with multiscale spatial filtering
theories assuming that brightness perception does not require an
explicit spreading mechanism (Blakeslee et al., 2005; Dakin and Bex,
2003; McCourt, 1982; Purves et al., 1999; Stromeyer et al., 1984). Based
on multiscale spatial filtering theory, some models were developed to
simulate brightness assimilation (Barkan et al., 2008; Blakeslee and
McCourt, 1999, 2001, 2004; Otazu et al., 2008), such as in the classic
White's effect (White, 1979). The most well-established model in this
category is the oriented difference-of-Gaussians (ODOG) model of
Blakeslee and McCourt (1999, 2001, 2004) that performs an oriented
multiscale spatial filtering of input and a subsequent global contrast
normalization to equalize responses at eachorientation across the visual
field. This model can simulate a range of brightness illusions (Blakeslee
and McCourt, 2004). Although we do not model receptive fields (RFs)
with oriented multiscale filters, the RFs in our model are orientation-
specific. In addition, these RFs have excitatory and inhibitory subzones,
which effectively produce local normalization. Yet, although RF creation
in the currentmodel thus already, in some sense, share similarities with
the approach of Blakeslee and McCourt (2004), we will implement
Gaborfilters (Jones and Palmer, 1987) in future versions of ourmodel to
simulate V1 responses even more accurately. Although differences of
Gaussians mimic retinal ganglion responses properly (Rodieck, 1965),
other aspects of theBlakeslee andMcCourt (and related)models such as
the global normalization across orientations might be neurally less
plausible. Interestingly, a recent neuroimaging study of Kay et al. (2008)
used multiscale spatial filtering to decode natural scene processing in
human visual cortex. In the first stage of the fMRI experiment, they
recorded fMRI responses in V1–V3 to 1750 natural images and used
these data to estimate a RF model (based on a Gabor wavelet pyramid)
for each brain voxel. Subsequently, this model was employed to predict
neural responses to 120 novel images, and to identify which image was
viewed by finding the best match between model predictions and
observed fMRI activity. We believe that our CBS framework provides an
excellent context to integrate the modeling efforts like those of
Blakeslee and McCourt with advanced neuroimaging analyses such as
those employed by Kay et al. (2008).

Our model has some commonalities with the models of Grossberg
(Grossberg, 1987a,b, 2003; Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988; Grossberg
and Raizada, 2000; see Neumann et al., 2001 for a related approach) in
which surfaces are created by a spreading activation of surface features
from the contours of the surface inward. However, according to
Grossberg's theory, contours initiate surface spreading and all surface
information is reconstructed by an interaction between contour
information and surface features. Different to our approach, these
surface features are sampled from positions with large luminance or
color transitions, to discount variable illumination. In our model, on the
other hand, we explicitly model luminance-related information of the
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entire surface, based on direct input (modeled as w4) from the
subcortical pathway (i.e., cells in the LGN signaling surface brightness;
Rossi and Paradiso, 1999). Subsequently, the surface information
represented by these “luxotonic” CCUs is modulated by—rather than
reconstructed from—contour information. Arrington (1994) used a
simplified version of Grossberg's model to simulate psychophysical
findings in themasking experiments of Paradiso and Nakayama (1991),
which tested the speed of brightness spreading in a homogeneous
bright circle on a black background, by disrupting the inward spread
with a masking stimulus. Arrington's model contained only four
neuronal layers: an On-FCS and an Off-FCS layer modeling retinal cells
with DOGRFs and one BCS layer inwhich “boundary cells” are activated
at locations were On-FCS and Off-FCS activations are spatially adjacent.
Finally, there is the filling-in layer where brightness spreading by FCS
input is regulated by parallel BCS input. This simple but elegant model
was able to simulate, with a range of masks, the brightness percepts
observed by Paradiso and Nakayama (1991). The model of Arrington is,
to our knowledge, the only other computational model that models
brightness induction using a homogenous stimulus (which can be
compared to our homogenous probe region). However, whereas
Arrington's model aims to simulate the rapid (i.e., in millisecond-
range) brightnessfilling-in in a static stimuluswithfixed luminance, our
model attempts to simulate dynamic changes in fMRI activity induced
by slow (i.e., in second-range), continuous luminance changes in a
dynamic stimulus. These different objectives led to different modeling
choices, making it difficult to directly compare our model to that of
Arrington or, in fact, to all other models as none of them used—to our
knowledge—dynamically changing stimuli.

As thepresent paper represents a ‘proof of principle’, we deliberately
chose a simple network architecture that focuses on a limited set of
mechanisms at a large-scale level. Although it is interesting to see that
this limitedmodel has sufficient features tomimic empirically observed
fMRI activity, it is clear that we did not implement many relevant
principles of neural processing in early visual areas, such as orientation
and spatial frequency tuning, or processing in pre-striate processing
pathways. Furthermore, although our and other models (e.g., Heitger
et al., 1998) show that appropriate contour detection can be obtained
with solely feedforward and horizontal connections, boundary detec-
tion can be performed faster and more reliable by adding feedback
connections (Jehee et al., 2007; see also Roelfsema et al., 2002). Finally,
wemodeled only V1 aswe (van de Ven et al., in preparation) and others
(Pereverzeva andMurray, 2008) observed the strongest fMRI correlates
of brightness induction in this area. However, V2 appears to play a
significant role in computing perceived brightness in the Cornsweet
stimulus (Roe et al., 2005). This suggest that both V1 and V2, and
especially their interactions (Hung et al., 2007), are important for
generating brightness percepts, although their respective contributions
seem to shift depending on the studied brightness illusion. Computa-
tionalmodeling offers a promisingway to gain insights in the roles of V1
andV2 in brightness perception. By extending ourmodelwith recurrent
V1–V2 loops, and subsequently comparing observed and simulated
fMRI data at V1 and V2 level in different brightness illusion paradigms, a
generalmechanismof brightness computationmight be uncovered that
reconciles the various findings.

Large-scale neural models and neuroimaging data in a common brain
space: Current possibilities and future perspectives

The approach used in the present paper shows that empirical data
and model predictions can be compared in the same brain space.
Importantly, when simulated and measured data coexist in the same
representational space, the same analysis tools (e.g., univariate GLM,
multivoxel pattern analysis, effective connectivity analysis) can be
applied to both data sets. Furthermore, dynamic activity patterns of
running neural network models can evolve directly on cortex re-
presentations or meshes obtained from MRI scans of specific subjects
(Kriegeskorte and Goebel, 2001; Sereno et al., 1995), and therefore,
online hypothesis testing against incoming empirical data is possible.

In addition to the manner in which neuromodeling and neuroima-
ging data were compared in the CBS framework in the present paper,
there are several more useful approaches that have not been shown in
the present paper. We have confined our comparison to modeled
activities in two V1 model layers, which were projected as predicted
activities in a single (functionally localized) anatomical region in the
human brain (V1). However, comparisons between multiple layers
andmultiple regions are also possible. In addition, comparisons do not
have to be constrained to the visual cortex but can cover different
portions of the brain. To study, for example, the observations of Sasaki
and Watanabe (2004), the model could be extended with layers
representing the frontal eye fields (FEF) and regions in the posterior
parietal cortex exerting top-down attentional influences (Corbetta
and Shulman, 2002) on brightness computations in the visual areas.
Subsequently, we could study how the processing of brightness
illusions is modulated by attentional demands in an fMRI and a
simulation study. In our CBS framework, we would then compare
concurrent activity in higher-level attentional control regions (e.g.,
functionally localized FEF; Tehovnik et al., 2000) and visual areas (e.g.,
V1) that is observed in the empirical and in the modeling study.

In general, NBLs can connect output of different types of neural
nets to any kind of functionally localizable regions, ranging from
sensory retinotopic (DeYoe et al., 1996), tonotopic (Formisano et al.,
2003), and somatotopic (Blankenburg et al., 2003) areas, to higher-
level regions such as object-preferring higher visual areas (e.g.,
fusiform face area; Kanwisher et al., 1997) or language areas
(Fernández et al., 2001). Likewise, all sorts of anatomically defined
regions can be linked to model areas. If a localizer scan had been
lacking, we could have, for example, projected our V1 activity to an
anatomically defined V1 (Hinds et al., 2009).

Further, not only perceptual processes but also potential neural
substrates of cognitive processes (e.g., Brown and Braver, 2005;
O'Reilly, 2006; Tagamets and Horwitz, 1998) can be investigated
using the CBS framework. The wide applicability of integrating
simulated and real data in brain space is becoming increasingly
recognized. Arbib et al. (1995) were the first to compare computa-
tional simulations (on saccade generation) to neuroimaging (positron
emission tomography or PET) data. Subsequently, Tagamets and
Horwitz (1998) simulated fMRI data on a visual short-term memory
task by transforming spiking output from their large-scale neural
model into fMRI activity by means of a hemodynamic response
function. Furthermore, they downsampled the resulting time series
according to the appropriate TR and mimicked features of the
empirical study, such as trial repetition and corresponding intertrial
intervals. The Tagamets and Horwitz model was extended to working
memory processes in the auditory domain by Husain et al. (2004), and
for the first time, a quantitative comparison between simulated and
observed fMRI data was made. Other modeling efforts that simulate
fMRI data in the field of working memory come from Deco et al.
(2004) and from Chadderon and Sporns (2006) who implemented
dopaminergicmodulations in their neural network. Althoughworking
memory received a lot of attention, there have also been attempts to
relate neuromodeling and fMRI data in the field of attention (Corchs
and Deco, 2002) and conflict processing (Herd et al., 2006; Brown and
Braver, 2005).

However, none of the previously mentioned integration
approaches provided the direct topographic correspondence between
computational units at the model and brain level that our CBS
framework offers. This close correspondence greatly facilitates the
direct spatial comparison between simulated and empirically
obtained fMRI results, which may stimulate a tighter integration of
computational and experimental neuroscience. In our modeling
approach, spatial and temporal comparisons between various levels
of resolution (as offered by different methods) can be made: First, our
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network modeling system is able to generate multiple output data
types, ranging from integrative synaptic activity levels and mean
spike activity to fMRI and electro- and magnetoencephalography
(EEG/MEG) data types. In CBS, it is possible to switch between
displaying the different output data types produced by the same
running network simulation (see Fig. 6B). Second, these different
modes of network output can be compared with different types of
obtained data as the CBS modeling framework can be conveniently
integrated with recently developed extensions of the BrainVoyager
QX software package that permits signal projection for EEG/MEG data
(Esposito et al., 2009), in addition to fMRI data. The possibility to
compare different model output in terms of different methods may
help to investigate unanswered fundamental question about the
coupling between integrated synaptic activity and fMRI signal
(Logothetis et al., 2001) or about the relationship between neuronal
activity distributions and the spread of fMRI signal. Furthermore, this
might also facilitate the reconciliation of apparently conflicting results
from human fMRI studies and spike recording studies in animals that
investigate the same phenomena across species (Maier et al., 2008).
With the advent of high-field fMRI imaging (≥7 T), it becomes
possible to image brain activity in response to perceptual and
cognitive events at a high spatial resolution, which may enable
investigators to monitor activity in separate layers, columns, and
other anatomical and functional subcompartments of cortical areas in
the human brain. The activity patterns predicted by advanced
computational models that implement the details of cortical circuitry
could therefore be projected onto a very detailed brain space, in which
the empirical data are also collected.

Our and other recent approaches that aim to integrate simulated
and empirically acquired data can contribute to advanced cross-
fertilized model development: incremental, direct integration of
computational and neuroimaging work provides the best biological
validation of a computational model and simultaneously helps to
interpret experimental observations in a comprehensive brain model.
We suggest that testing model predictions in a common brain space
with observed brain data will become a particularly important tool in
future cognitive neuroscience research.
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